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Take one heartbroken Chicago girl
Literary editor Antonia Harper had it all—the career, the
man, the future. That was then. Now, Antonia’s jobless,
alone, and at a crossroads. What better time to travel the
world? A solo honeymoon on the Emerald Isle will be like
hitting the reset button. No distractions, no drama.

The Write Escape is available through Harlequin
Enterprises Limited (Carina Press) and is sold via
retail at all major retailers connected to
the Harlequin Enterprises Limited network. The
title is approx 91k words.
Release: September 30, 2019

Add some luck o’ the Irish
Aiden Byrnes may be a literature professor, but words fail
him when he meets the woman staying in the cottage next
door. Tully Cross is meant to be a sleepy little village, and
he’s meant to be on a working holiday—not a vacation,
and most definitely not with his beautiful neighbor.
And you get some mighty good craic
They say laughter is the best medicine—and as it turns
out, super-hot sex isn’t so bad either. Antonia and Aiden’s
spark quickly grows into what could be something special,
if they’re willing to take the leap. Ending up an ocean
apart is unthinkable, and when real life comes calling,
there’s no ignoring the leap anymore…
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What happens in the stacks stays in the stacks…

Hearts on Hold is available through Harlequin
Enterprises Limited (Carina Press) and is sold via
retail at all major retailers connected to
the Harlequin Enterprises Limited network. The
title is approx 111k words.

Professor Victoria Reese knows an uphill battle when she
sees one. Convincing her narrow-minded colleagues at
the elite Pembroke University to back a partnership with
the local library is a fight she saw coming and already has
a plan for. What she didn’t see coming? The wildly hot
librarian who makes it clear books aren’t the only thing
he’d like to handle.

Release: February 3, 2020
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When a tightly wound, sexy-as-hell professor proposes a
partnership between his library and her university,
children’s department head John Donovan is all for it. He
knows his tattoos and easygoing attitude aren’t quite
what she expected, but the unmistakable heat between
them is difficult to resist.
And then there’s the intriguing late fee on her record. For
the Duke’s Convenience… A late fee and a sexy romance
novel? There’s more to Dr. Reese than she’s letting on.
John might like to tease her about her late fee, but when
he teases her in other ways, Victoria is helpless to resist.
Mixing business with pleasure—and oh, it is pleasure—
always comes with risks, but maybe a little casual fun
between the sheets is just what Victoria needs.
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Yolanda Watson is the "fun professor."
She makes literature exciting, she brings students donuts
for Finals Week, and her colleagues love her. The only
thing that will make teaching better is if she can learn how
to write a grant and skip those boring committee
meetings. In short, a History professor is her problem. He
stole her grant and he chairs the most boring committee
on campus.Sure, he's cute... but he can afford to loosen up.

(Trust) Falling for You is available through Kindle
Direct Publishing and Draft2Digital, and is sold
via retail at all major ebook retailers, including:
Kobo, Nook, Apple, Amazon. The title is approx
38k words.

Samuel Morris is a work-horse.
He puts his head down and proves his worth at Franklin
University. That means no inane chit-chat with colleagues,
no treating students like friends, and no shenanigans
during the Assessment Committee. But a certain English
professor happens to be full of shenanigans. She's late,
loud, and disorganized.Sure, she's sexy... but she can
afford to tighten up.
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They'll both have to compromise.
A university team-building retreat to the woods of
Wisconsin will ensure that. After a lodging mix-up, the
opposites are forced to share the same cabin for six
nights. As Team-Building Buddies, they will: sleep
together, eat together, and play embarrassing bonding
games together. One of them will have to budge. The
sexual tension will get harder to ignore, especially when
one Buddy requires rescuing from spiders, grasshoppers,
and bears. Oh my...
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